Dacre Parish
The civil parish of Dacre (6065) is located within the Harrogate District of North Yorkshire and lies
within the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The main land use is composed of grass
pasture in enclosed fields, accounting for approximately 60% of the parish, with occasional mixed
woodland (10%), rising to open moorland (30%).

Parish Boundary
The boundary of the parish is shown in black on the map.

All Maps in this HLF report have been produced digitally using programs from Anquet Technology Ltd with data
from Ordnance Survey (Crown Copyright) and Iron-Age (Nidderdale) Community Archaeology Group

The lowest point is c.75m AOD at the confluence of Darley Beck with the River Nidd. The highest point
is Palleys Crags on Braithwaite Moor at 356m AOD.

Geology
The geology of the parish is dominated by Lower Follifoot Grit with Upper Follifoot Grit, Red Scar Grit
and an unnamed sandstone (from the Millstone grit series) exposed at higher levels. A limestone,

Cayton Gill Shell Bed, occurs on the western edge of the parish in a semi-circle from Padside Green
through Fouldshaw House Farm and Deerings Heights.
There are two major faults in the area –
1. Runs North to South from Glasshouses to until it reaches the second major fault at Long Ridge
Crags.
2. The second fault runs from Long Ridge Crags East-South-East and in this direction across
Clocken Syke Farm until it reaches the River Nidd
North West of Heyshaw there is a complex of minor faults

British Geological Survey – Geology Map of Dacre Parish

http://mapapps.bgs.ac.uk/geologyofbritain/home.html )

The colour key for the geology in the map is in the colour box at the end of each rock type.

Lower Follifoot Grit - Sandstone. Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 324 to 328 million years
ago in the Carboniferous Period. Local environment previously dominated by rivers.
Red Scar Grit - Sandstone. Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 324 to 328 million years ago in
the Carboniferous Period. Local environment previously dominated by rivers.
Millstone Grit Group - Mudstone, Siltstone and Sandstone. Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately
319 to 329 million years ago in the Carboniferous Period. Local environment previously dominated by
swamps, estuaries and deltas.
Upper Follifoot Grit - Sandstone. Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 322 to 324 million years
ago in the Carboniferous Period. Local environment previously dominated by rivers.
Cayton Gill Shell Bed - Limestone, Argillaceous Rocks and Subordinate Sandstone, Interbedded.
Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 322 to 322 million years ago in the Carboniferous Period.
Local environment previously dominated by shallow seas.

Historical Environment Record (HER)
There are 92 records on the North Yorkshire Historical Environment Record.
30 of these records are considered to be pre-historic or an unknown date, but the description fits
a possible pre-historic feature.
They are grouped as follows –





Rock Art 13 records
Find Spots 6 records
Hut Circles/Enclosures 10 records
Bloomery or Bowl Furnaces 2 records but of these they include 12 bowl furnaces and 27
bloomery furnaces and were recorded during the

The rock art sites and hut circle/enclosure sites have been re-visited during this project. In some cases,
features were recorded more than once. Full details of our findings with these sites and where the
same feature has been recorded more than once are detailed in Appendix 1 below. The North
Yorkshire Historic Environment team will be informed when features are recorded more once.
Landowners/Occupiers in Dacre Parish
The Nidderdale Iron Age Community Archaeology group are indebted to those land owners and
occupiers who allowed the group access to their land during this project. These included the
owner/occupiers of –
Banger House Farm
Clocken Syke Farm
Eastwood Farm
The original building known as Eastwood Farm
Folly Ghyll Mill
The Grange, Dacre Banks
Mineral Farm

Oxen Close Farm
Sand House Farm
White House Farm

All the features in this report are on private land and can only be visited with the permission of the land
owner and/or occupier. Only one feature is near a public bridleway.

Appendix 1
Historic Environment Record for Dacre Parish
Pre-Historic Records
In the North Yorkshire Historic Environment Record all features and Find Spots are given a unique
reference number starting with the letters MYN and then a number with 5 characters. All features have
an Ordnance Survey Grid Reference.

Rock Art
MNY 20978 Carved Stone, near Eastwood Farm. This is also a Scheduled Monument number 29109
Other records for this feature known locally as the ‘Fertility Stone’ are MNY 30343. The current state of
this rock art is covered in the Section of this HLF report entitled Rock Art Review.
MNY30501 A large boulder of bedrock adjacent to a wall near Eastwood Farm. It is also a Scheduled
Monument number 29108. Other records for this feature are MNY20977, MNY30502 and MNY24393.
This is also mentioned in the Rock Art Review as being indistinct.
MNY20976 Carved stone in field near Eastwood Farm. This is a well-preserved boulder with central
squarish hole with potential cup marks around the base. This stone is mentioned in the Rock Art
Review. One other record, MNY30503 mentions this feature. This feature is a Scheduled Monument
number 29107
MNY20986 A boulder near a public footpath between High Hood Gap and Clark’s Carr with a single
cup mark. There other records of this feature MNY30498 and MNY30500. This feature is also covered
in the Rock Art Review.
MNY20987 A large boulder against a field wall near High Hood Gap and adjacent to the Nidderdale
Footpath, a local marked recreational route that appears on modern Ordnance Survey 1:25000 maps.
This feature is also a Scheduled Monument number 29133.Other records that record this feature are
MNY24301. The feature is also covered in the Rock Art Review.
MNY24858 A large boulder within Bryans Wood. This feature could not be found during the groups field
walking in this wood. This feature was photographed with two images taken By Richard Stroud, who
has been assisting the Iron Age Nidderdale Community Archaeology group with Rock Art on this
project. His images, from 2006, are shown below.

© R Stroud

© R Stroud
It has been assumed that the cups on the boulder are in a similar condition in 2018 and still covered by
moss, other vegetation and some small trees as in the photo. No benefit would accrue in exposing
them again so not attempt to find and uncover then has been made.
MNY24857 A rock with a single cup could not be found as indicated within the Rock Art Review. This
stone had been found and photographed in 2006 by Richard Stroud It was then partly covered by
grass/turf and is thought to be completely covered now in 2018. Richard was not convinced it was true
Rock Art. The photo below was taken in 2006 –

© R Stroud

Hut Circles and Enclosures
MNY30334 mentions a polygonal enclosure close to Mineral Farm as does MNY30336, while
MNY30337 describes it as a boundary bank in the same position and MNY30338 also a bank. These
are all within Field 118 at Mineral Farm and the features are described in the Mineral Farm report as a
well preserved single hut circle with three associated fields or field systems.
MNY30503 describes 5 hut circles in the field just north of Sunny Hill House, Dacre. The field has been
field walked carefully and no trace of these hut circles was found.
MNY30506 describes a field between Hill Top Farm and Mong Ing Road. This field was field walked in
2016 and no evidence of these hot circles was noted. Later in 2016 the field had all its boulders
removed, ploughed and re-seeded. There no traces of these hut circles anymore.
MNY30508 describes some hut circles NNW of Darley Mill. This feature is fully described in the
Clocken Syke Farm report in field 238. MNY30505 describes the same hut circles.
MNY30504 describes enclosures and possible hut circles between Birch Hill House and the disused
railway line, near the village of Dacre banks. Three visits were made to this area to carry out detailed
field walking at different times of the year. The area was mostly covered in bracken and the most
advantageous time to visit was early Spring and Winter. The field walking revealed the foundations of
some earlier walls and banks within two large fields within walls associated with the Parliamentary
Enclosures in the mid-1800s. There has also been quarrying in the fields, which may have associated
with the building of the railway and its associated walls and bridges. The features surveyed were not
considered to be pre-historic.
MNY30497 describes a hut circle 400 metres WNW if Knotts Farm. This would put the feature in field
128 on Mineral Farm. This field has been much improved now and is used for pasture and the growing
of grass for hay or silage. No evidence of a hut circle was noted when field walking this and adjacent
fields.

Find Spots
MNY30344 describes a rock carved as head, thought by M Collins to be pre-historic. MNY 29447
describes the same head. The HER records give some information on the finding of this artefact and its
present state and whereabouts.
MNY30342 describes the remains of a quern stone found in a wall at 10 Church Avenue, Dacre Banks.
The quern stone was much damaged when installing into the wall. MNY30341 describes the same
quern stone.
MNY29446 describes another quern stone, but the exact point of where it was located was unknown.
No attempt was taken by the Iron Age Community Archaeology group to follow up any of these Find
Spots.

Bloomery Sites
MNY35948 describes the discovery of several bowl and bloomery furnaces on Clocken Syke Farm.
MNY24894 also describes the same. This work was done by the Iron Age Community Archaeology
group between 2008-2012 and the report on this work in within the Bibliography section of the Clocken
Syke Farm, report at No. 5. Some of the features were proven to be prehistoric but were not reinvestigated further as part of this project.

